
Spinny’s Mission

"Our mission is to deliver a quality car to every household in the country” - Niraj Singh, Spinny
CEO (Source: YourStory)

About Spinny

Spinny is a full stack used car platform launched in 2015. Full-stack here means that Spinny
procures cars from sellers, refurbishes them and then sells the car to buyers on the platform. All
cars on the platform are Spinny Assured, which means that they only accept cars that pass their
inspections and they feel comfortable giving a 1-year warranty for. These cars are then given a
service to make them showroom ready and then put up for sale. The cars have a fixed price and
the car buying process can be done completely online.
Spinny operates in 17 cities in India. Buyers can use the mobile app or the website to browse
the inventory and book test drives. Sellers can get a quote by just entering the number plate and
odometer reading and schedule a free check-up for their car online.
They have showrooms (Spinny Hubs) in these locations, usually located in the basement of
malls, where potential customers can check out the entire inventory as well as take short test
drives. Spinny has also started home test drives of cars during the COVID-19 pandemic.
Spinny obsesses on delivering a great customer experience and has garnered a lot of praise
from its customers on that front leading to high Net Promoter Scores and good word of mouth.

The Used Car Market in India

How big is it and is it growing?

The used car market (4.4 million) moved 1.6x more units than the new car market (2.8 million) in
2020. It is set to grow rapidly over the next 5 years to 8.3 millions cars sold in 2026 (2.1x more
units than new cars). (Source: Autocar India)
The new car industry has been restricted by the silicon shortage leading to constricted supply
channeling more consumers into the used car market.

Who are the major players in the market?

The used car market is highly fragmented, with over 30,000 dealers existing in the space. Most
of these dealers are commission agents or brokers and fall into the unorganized category. The
organized sector takes around 20% of the market share of the market now. The incumbents
here are dealerships which are affiliated to OEM manufacturers, Maruti TrueValue, Mahindra
FirstChoice, etc. This space is expected to grow to around 30% of market share in the next 5
years with disruption from digital start-ups such as Spinny, Cars24, Droom etc.

https://yourstory.com/2022/01/the-turning-point-used-car-startup-spinny-independent-consultants/amp
https://www.spinny.com/spinny-assured/
https://www.spinny.com/
https://www.autocarindia.com/car-news/used-car-market-to-be-twice-as-big-as-new-car-segment-by-fy2025-421140


Who are the buyers?

- 67% are first time car owners, 33% have previously bought a car
- Mostly upgrading from 2-wheelers
- 80% have a budget less than 5 lakhs
- 50% needed a car for family commuting needs and 47% looked in the used car space

due to budgetary constraints
Source: IndianBlueBooks Report

How do they make the decision on what car to buy?

- Price is the most important factor (35%) followed closely by brand/model (32%)
- 55% had a fixed budget and were open to cars within it. 26% only wanted a specific

model of car. 24% were open to expanding their budget for a better car. (Tier 1 cities are
more open to expanding their budget)

- 50% reported that friends played a critical role in influencing their purchase decision.
35% said their parents/family influenced them. Digital channels influence only accounted
for 17%.

- Interestingly, 83% said friends played a role in helping decide the ‘Choice of car
make/model’ while 69% mentioned parents helped in deciding ‘Commercial matters’
(67% said spouses helped here too).

Source: IndianBlueBooks Report

https://uploads.carandbike.com/ibb/research/reports/ibb-cnb-pre-owned-car-market-2021.pdf
https://uploads.carandbike.com/ibb/research/reports/ibb-cnb-pre-owned-car-market-2021.pdf


Buyer Persona

Manoj is a 29 year old Bank Executive who lives in Bangalore. He is a father-to-be and wants to
upgrade from his trusty two-wheeler as he feels it is no longer safe enough. He isn’t confident in
his car driving skills and doesn’t want to splurge on a new car as his first car. He plans to buy a
small car now, get used to city driving and then move on to a new car in 3 years time. He sets a
budget of 5 Lakhs and plans to finance his purchase by taking a loan.

Customer Journey

1) Research Phase

In this stage the Manoj is trying to answer two questions:

i) Where to buy from?

Manoj does a quick search online and is greeted with a number of options. He reaches
out to his friends and family to get opinions about where to go. He then figures Cars24,
Spinny and OLX are good options but doesn’t have the required expertise to validate the
ads that are on OLX and cars on that platform don’t come with a warranty in case things
go wrong. He was deterred from going to traditional dealerships after being bombarded
with calls from dealers after putting in an enquiry at a nearby dealer.

Inputs: What’s available in his city, personal first impressions and recommendations
Output: Services to consider (Cars24, OLX)

Pain Points: Hard to figure out which dealers to trust.

ii) What car to buy?

Manoj puts a filter of 5 Lakhs into the websites. He has over 200 cars on Spinny and
another 200 cars on Cars24 within budget. There are cars of different vintages, with
different body types and with different features.
Overwhelmed and scared of making the wrong choice, he phones up his parents and
friends and asks them which manufacturer and model he should pick. Most of them
recommend going for a popular manufacturer (Maruti) and tell him a small petrol
hatchback would be best to learn in.
Armed with this information, he goes back to the platforms and adds filters for these
recommendations. To his despair, even with all these filters, there are still around a 100
listings on each platform. He then decides to go on the internet to do more research
about each model of car available and about buying used cars. He learns about the cars
and derives a priority list of things he wants in his car.
His priority list is: Safety >  Reliability > Car Features (Music system, parking sensors)



He then picks a few car listings which he feels matches his criteria, shares them with his
family and friends, gets approval and decides to test drive the cars.

Inputs: Price, Personal preferences, Recommendations from friends & family
Output: Shortlist of cars to test drive

Pain Points: Choice overload, hard to keep track of listings

2) Test Drives

Manoj test drives the cars in his shortlist and isn’t convinced. These cars feel light and
he doesn’t feel they will do a good job of protecting him in case of an accident. The
relationship manager at Spinny tells him to check out cars from another manufacturer
which is top rated in safety (Tata). He is instantly impressed with this car. The only thing
stopping him from booking the car then and there is that his father is reluctant to give his
blessing for the car as this manufacturer has a history of being rough around the edges.
He books a home test drive for his father and gets the go ahead from him.

Input: Need enough confidence in the shortlist to know that taking the test drive at
Spinny won’t be a waste of time
Output: Car to buy, feature list which are make or break for users

Pain Points: Easy to get distracted and buy cars which are outside the budget range
(running cost wise), Cars which look good on paper may not feel like the right car to buy.

3) Splashing the cash

Manoj arranges for a loan through Spinny as they have the most competitive interest
range he can find. He arranges for home delivery of the car and receives it the very next
day.

Input: Arranging finances (loan or full payment), car to buy
Output: Ownership of car (Yaay!)

4) Post-sale

Manoj encounters a problem with his car’s gearbox 7 months into its ownership. He calls
up Spinny and drops his car off at their service center. They identify a problem with the
car and call Manoj back to tell him that they do not have the required expertise to solve
this problem and the car needs to be sent to the official service center and that it would
take around 4-5 days for the car to be fixed up. He is now a father and he feels uneasy
transporting his family on the bike. He is concerned that people will ridicule him for his
choice of buying a used car and that such problems wouldn’t have happened with a new



car. He is also concerned about issues that may crop up after his warranty with Spinny
expires. He vows to buy a new car as soon as he is confident enough.

Pain Points: Car is unavailable while it is being serviced, loss of trust in car, loss of
repeat customer

What areas should Spinny focus on?

Metric: Number of test drives

The odds of a user buying a car is substantially higher after a test drive is completed. For a user
to make this decision though, they need to have a lot of confidence in the car or cars they have
shortlisted will be the car for them. Users arrive at this decision after tonnes of painstaking
research, done over the internet and by reaching out to friends and family. But at the end of the
day, a car is bought on feel also and this can only be done by taking a test drive. The test drive
is a crucial part of the buyer's journey where their on-paper research manifests to the real world.

Metric: Lifetime Value/Customer

Research shows that around 50% of used car buyers say that their next car purchase will be a
new car. The reasons for this can be

1. First time car owners are now confident in their driving skills and are ready to graduate to
the lure of owning a new car

2. Poor experience with used car ownership (reliability issues)
3. Newest cars are not available in the used car market

While point 3 is a feature of the supply-constrained nature of the used car industry, Spinny can
try to stop customers going elsewhere by ensuring the best experience possible when owning a
Spinny car.

All cars break down. When new cars break down users are upset because they got unlucky.
However, when used cars break down users are upset because they feel they have been ripped
off and sold a bad car. This frustration is borne out of two reasons:

1. Worry about the car becoming a money pit for repairs.
2. Worry about the car being unavailable for a long time.

Spinny solves point 1 with their 1 year warranty on engine and gearbox - we can think about
extending this with a referral program, if a user refers Spinny to another user who ends up
buying a car, 3 months of extra warranty for the referrer - however, point 2 still exists. This
problem is prudent in case of used cars as some of these cars may be out of production and
sourcing parts will take more time resulting in average repair/service downtime to be greater.
Such experiences can not only cause users to be put off from buying a used car again but can
also cause loss of trust in Spinny.



Proposals

1) Requirements Quiz

Description: A questionnaire with a few questions that will help Spinny capture what the
user is looking for. At the end of the quiz, Spinny can suggest a few cars which would
match the user’s needs and encourage users to book a test drive session with these
cars. The ‘Cars’ feed will be personalized and sorted on the basis of relevance to the
user’s answers.

Goals: Help users build their shortlist faster; Educate them about the options available.
Do NOT try to make choices for them.

Value Proposition: - Show more relevant options to the user
- Allows Spinny to send push notifications knowing exactly what the user is looking

for (Currently, I think it is based on which cars the user has looked at)

Assumptions: - Users will not treat the recommendations as ads.

MVP: - Add an option for ‘Take our short quiz’ in the ‘Let us help you select the right car’
prompt. Mockup below.

- Work with the data team to understand what parameters we can use to help
narrow down choices. Current assumption is to use the filters that are available
on the platform.

- Work with the customer support team to understand what questions users ask
when they request a call back for help.

- Skip and Next button on every question (users may not want to answer a
particular question or may not have a preference)

- Progress bar to let users know how much effort is left
- Recommendations screen with ability for users to shortlist and book test drives

Metrics: - Number of users taking the quiz (L1)
- Drop off rate at each question (will tell us if we need to tweak any questions)
- Number of cars shortlisted from recommendations (L2)
- Number of cars test driven from shortlist (L3)



Sample Question List:
1. What’s your budget range?

Answer options: Range input for EMI or Full Payment

2. Where are you going to use the car?

Answer options: City, Highway, offroad, mix (provide option to input split).

City - Prefer smaller petrol cars [Compact SUV, hatchbacks] ]with tighter turning
radii and automatic transmission. [if not specified otherwise]
Highway - Prefer cars with higher torque, better safety features and having better
boot capacity.
Off Road/Bumpy roads - Prefer cars with good ground clearance

3. Which transmission type are you interested in?

Answer options: Automatic, Manual
For now, this will do. Can think of adding an advanced option later where users
can choose between CVT, AMT, DSG, Torque Converters or iMT

4. Which fuel types are you interested in?

Answer options: Petrol, Diesel, CNG, EV

5. What popular features do you want in the car?

Answer options: Music System, Airbags, Parking Sensors, Touchscreen
Infotainment, Climate Control, Sunroof etc.

Sort cars by how many features are matched
Can include videos/photos explaining what each of these features are.

6. Do you have any preferences among make and model?

Answer options: Multi-select with pictures and text.
Can include an option to indicate that they do not want a particular make or
model later.



Mockups: All frames available here

https://www.figma.com/file/CPx9fJXSK8k2aZeYY85mnf/Spinny?node-id=6%3A495


2) Shareable lists

Description: Allow users to share the list of cars they have created with shareable links.
Can also be used by sales representatives to send personalized lists of cars to users.
Users should also be able to comment on the cars in the list. Commenting will not
require users to log-in, only require them to enter a name. Can be remembered across
sessions using cookies.

Goals: Help users share links to cars they are interested in with friends and family
easily. (currently done car by car over chat)

Value Proposition: - Reduces friction for users to communicate and tweak their shortlist
- Increases user engagement on the platform

MVP: - Share button on top right of shortlist
- Pre-made WhatsApp message template

Mockups: All frames available here

https://www.figma.com/file/CPx9fJXSK8k2aZeYY85mnf/Spinny?node-id=6%3A495


Metrics: - Number of lists shared
- Number of interactions on lists

3) Courtesy car programme

Description: Provide users whose cars are in for service or repair with a replacement
car from Spinny to offset the pain caused by not having their car. The car that is being
provided should ideally be from a segment above and should be of slow-moving stock
(cars that haven’t been sold for over 2 months - we can include cars from the TrueBil
subsidiary too). Users will have to sign an agreement to not drive the car for over
50km/day. Duration to be capped at 10 days.

Goals: - Ease the pain of not having a car while it is being serviced or repaired. Most
owners buy a car not just for themselves, but for their family needs too.

- Create the itch for users to upgrade by letting them experience a more premium
car than they own

https://www.truebil.com/


- Generate trust and good word of mouth

MVP: - Add the feature to Spinny Assured Benefits.
- Work with program managers to create an internal dashboard to track cars out as

Courtesy Cars and select parameters limits to assign a car to be selected as a
Courtesy Car. Can empower hub managers to take this call too initially.

- Roll out plan only to users who come to Spinny for getting their cars serviced.

Metrics: - NPS for users who have used a courtesy car (are we seeing a bump?)
- Track intent to be a repeat customer. (survey question)

Prioritization

Feature Reach
(0-100)

Impact
(1-10)

Confidence
(1-10)

Effort
(1-10)

Score

Requirements Quiz 50 7 8 7 400

Courtesy Car
Programme

70 7 5 7 350

Shareable Shortlists 30 3 8 3 240

Summary

I took a look at the Indian used car market, analyzed the data to understand who the buyers in
the market are and how they make decisions on how to choose what car to buy. Using this
information, I went through the customer journey through the eyes of the typical buyer in the
Used Car Market. With this exercise I was able to identify the pain points of users and areas
which Spinny should focus on. Keeping focus on these areas, I detailed and prioritized 3
proposals which would improve the Spinny Experience.


